Unmanned Aerial Systems Insurance
Physical Damage and/or CGL Endorsement Coverage

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), also known as “drones”, and the attachments and associated parts thereof are being put to use in almost every industry across Canada. Friendly and transparent regulations by Transport Canada have positioned Canada as an early adopter and global leader in the use of UAS/UAV. Current use includes photography, videography, surveying, measuring, transporting, and inspecting operations. Some estimates forecast 40% of all industries will see widespread use of drones in as little as five years. If your insureds aren’t using drones yet, they are about to start and Cansure is ready to provide the insurance they need.

Cansure brings a different approach to UAS/UAV Insurance

- Property coverage written on a traditional property policy form with ACV or RC valuation and terms and conditions that you are familiar with.
- Liability coverage for UAS/UAV operations written under a traditional CGL policy form with Cansure’s unique “UAS/UAV Coverage Endorsement”.
- Liability coverage for Insureds who sub-contract UAS/UAV services written under a traditional CGL policy form with Cansure’s unique “Non-owned Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Endorsement”.

Coverage Features

**Property Coverage Highlights**

- Clear ACV or RC coverage versus “at the option of the Insurer” language in Aviation insurance forms
- All-risk coverage form
- Loss to a part is considered loss to the set if the parts are technically obsolete or incompatible
- Valuable coverage extensions, including:
  - $25,000 Newly Acquired UAS/UAV
  - $2,500 Extra Expense
  - $5,000 Debris Removal Expenses
  - $2,500 Reward Expense (peril of theft)
  - $2,500 Professional Fees
  - $1,000 Unscheduled Payload or Cargo

**Liability Coverage Highlights**

- Coverage extended under Cansure’s industry leading C77000 CGL Policy Form
- High limits of coverage and flexible pricing
- Flexible underwriting approach considers both formal training and practical experience
- No Noise Exclusion
- Liability coverage extension for non-owned UAS/UAV operations available
- Umbrella Liability coverage available for operation or non-owned operation of UAS/UAV
- Third Party Forest Fighting Expense coverage available
- Limited Pollution coverage available

For more information, contact your underwriter or send an email to:
info@cansure.com